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1. Plea for flexibility

The latest pig census in Denmark (published 

on July 1st) suggested that the breeding herd  

had stabilised but there were higher numbers 

of piglets and weaners on Danish pig farms. 

Although domestic slaughterings rose in the 

first seven months of the year (from 10.8 

to 11.1 million head), exports of piglets to 

Germany, Poland and other EU markets con- 

tinued on an upward trajectory, rising from 

6.5 to 7.2 million head in January to July 2015.

The latest forecast from SEGES/Danish Pig 

Research Centre suggests that pig producers 

face losses of over DKK 300,000 in 2015 

but will return a small profit of around DKK 

75,000 in 2016. However, these figures repre- 

sent the average position and the top third  

of farmers will still show a profit in both years.

Strict environmental rules
Against this background, the Danish Agricul- 

ture & Food Council continues to press the  

government to adopt a more flexible approach  

towards the implementation of environmen-

tal rules, which for many years have under-

mined the competitive position of Danish pig  

farmers versus their EU com-petitors.

Since the mid-1980s, Danish farmers have 

had to contend with much stricter environ-

mental rules than their EU competitors. These  

include a link between the number of live-

stock and land available for the disposal of 

slurry and the requirement for 9 months´ 

slurry storage capacity, as well as restrictions 

on the periods when slurry can be applied to 

the soil.

Challenges ahead.

Eva Kjær Hansen, Minister for Environment & Food.

DAFC was recently encouraged by signals 

from Eva Kjær Hansen, the new Minister for 

Environment & Food, that she was proposing  

to address one of their major concerns. Cur-

rently, Danish farmers may only apply slurry 

to their arable land at the rate of 140kg of 

nitrogen per hectare compared to the EU 

requirement of 170kg per hectare. This has 

proved a very damaging restriction, and 

recent figures from SEGES show that the 

protein content of Danish barley this year is 

lower than ever. On an annual basis, Danish 

farmers are losing over DKK 2 billion, and 

Danish farmers have to import extra soya 

from South America for feed because the 

quality of domestic grain has been diminished, 

as a result of this restriction.

“For a number of years, DAFC has made a  

concerted effort to have this restrictive rule 

abolished, as it is a very costly tool, with far  

less environmental benefit than was originally  

envisaged. The costs to agriculture have 

proved to be far greater than originally 

assumed and have had  disproportionate 

consequences,” says Lars Hvidtfeldt, Vice-

Chairman of the Danish Agriculture & Food 

Council.                           

The latest forecasts from SEGES suggest that many Danish pig farmers will experience 
losses in 2015 and for much of 2016. However, DAFC has been heartened by recent 
news that the new Minister for Environment & Food is proposing to introduce a less rigid 
interpretation of the country’s environmental regulations, which have undermined the 
competitive position of Danish pig producers in recent years. 

Lars Hvidfeldt, DAFC Vice-Chairman.
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The summer was marked by demonstrations across Europe as live- 

stock farmers sought to highlight their increasingly desperate situation. 

Farmers from across the EU united in angry protests in Brussels in 

early September, ahead of the emergency meeting of the EU Agricul-

tural Council to debate measures in response to the economic crisis 

affecting livestock producers.

New EU package for agricultural support
Following the Council meeting, the EU Commission announced further 

details of a €500 million support ‘package’ for EU farmers. There 

were two main initiatives of interest to EU pig producers. Firstly, the EU  

Commission will introduce proposals for a new ‘private storage’ 

scheme for pig meat. It is expected that a scheme will be opened in 

late 2015 or early 2016 and will include fats and by-products this 

time round – these product categories were particularly affected by 

the Russian embargo on EU pig meat exports. 

The package also commits to additional funding for generic pig meat 

promotion over the next few years. Demand for pig meat products 

within most major EU markets has been quiet for much of 2015, as 

poor weather across Europe has depressed sales and has been an 

additional factor in depressing prices.

Russian dispute unresolved
The effects of the Russian embargo continued to weigh heavily on 

the EU pig meat markets during this year. Overall exports of EU pig 

meat exports to Third Countries remained at healthy levels, aided and  

abetted by a weak €, with China taking significantly larger tonnages 

2. Farmers’ protests 

French pig farmers take their protest to supermarket aisles. Call for ‘fair’ milk prices on the streets of Brussels.

Farmers arrive in Brussels.

Following widespread demonstrations by farmers during the summer, the EU Council finally 
announced a package of support for the agricultural sector. For the EU pig industry, this will 
mean the introduction of a new private storage scheme for pig meat in the coming months.

of EU product. However, EU exporters have found it difficult to find 

replacement markets for fats and trim, and returns for these products 

have been adversely affected.

Although an early resolution of the trade dispute with Russia still 

seems unlikely, there has been more optimism expressed recently 

that some sort of reinstatement of trade may be possible, as fats and 

trim are not included on the list of products included in the trade 

embargo announced following the crisis in Ukraine in August 2014. 

These products were banned earlier in 2014, following the outbreak 

of African Swine Fever in a number of the EU Member States adjacent 

to the Russian border in January 2014. 

In the longer term, although Russia will be far more self-sufficient  

regarding its overall production of pig meat, the traditionally high 

level of domestic demand for sausages and other processed products 

will still necessitate imports of fats, trim and other by-products.

http://ec.europa.eu/agriculture/newsroom/223_en.htm
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The strength of the £ played a major part in holding down domestic 

pig prices in recent months. Although feed costs remained low, the 

latest data from AHDB suggested that many producers are now in a 

loss making position as summer draws to a close.

The latest DEFRA census data (June) suggest that sow numbers remain 

stable at 413,000 head but pigs coming forward for slaughter this 

year have remained consistently above 2014 levels. Improvements 

in productivity are a key factor here but the latest data from Agrosoft 

suggests that the position is now stabilising following three years of 

productivity gains. The average number of ‘pigs weaned per sow 

year’ remain at 23.6 in the latest year – this compares with a figure of 

around 30 achieved in Holland and Denmark.

Buying British?
The annual two-week celebration of British food and drink took place 

in the final two weeks of September. British Food Fortnight has 

been running since 2002 and provides an opportunity for the ‘home 

team’ to promote its wares in concert.

Minister for the Environment, Liz Truss, used the occasion to call on 

food producers and retailers to embrace stronger ‘country of origin’ 

labelling in order to provide better support for British farmers. 

3. Pulling power? 

GB producers moving into a loss-making position.
Source: AHDB Market Intellegence.

Growth in productivity flattening out.
Source: Agrosoft.

GB pig producers have also faced an increasingly difficult market in recent months, and the 
strong £ remained a factor in pegging down prices. The annual ‘Buy British’ fortnight took 
place in September and followed a much publicised debate within AHDB circles about the  
use of levy funds for advertising and promotional purposes. Pig producers were vocal in their 
support for the principle of levy payers having the final word on how levy funds are invested  
– as the AHDB announced significant successes for this summer’s campaign for ‘Pulled Pork’.

A survey carried out by YouGov, on behalf of the East of England  

Co-op, highlighted a gap between shoppers’ purchasing intentions and 

actual buying behaviour – although 79% of respondents thought it 

was important for people in Britain to buy locally sourced produce 

but only 30% said they had actually done so.

Using levy funds for promotion
Since the launch of the new Agricultural & Horticultural Development 

Board (AHDB), a much contested issue has been whether the use of 

levy funds for the advertising and promotion of individual sector’s 

products represented value for money alongside other activities 

such as research and development to improve their efficiency and 

productivity. 

The debate entered the full glare of publicity with the resignation of  

Stuart Roberts, the Chairman of AHDB Beef & Lamb (formerly EBLEX), 

over a matter of principle that the individual sector boards should 

have freedom to determine how the funds raised are invested. 

This followed moves by DEFRA to challenge a planned advertising 

campaign for beef and lamb – although officials latterly gave a final 

go-ahead for the campaign to proceed. 

http://www.lovebritishfood.co.uk
http://www.farminguk.com/news/Government-calls-for-more-information-on-UK-food-labels-to-boost-local-sales_37136.html
https://yougov.co.uk/news/2015/06/05/79-gb-adults-think-its-important-brits-buy-local-p/
http://www.ahdb.org.uk
http://www.ahdb.org.uk
http://meatmanagement.com/stuart-roberts-resigns-from-ahdb-beef-and-lamb/
http://beefandlamb.ahdb.org.uk
https://www.fginsight.com/news/ministers-approve-16m-ahdb-beef-and-lamb-promotion-campaign-6076
https://www.fginsight.com/news/ministers-approve-16m-ahdb-beef-and-lamb-promotion-campaign-6076
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3. Pulling power? continued 

Roberts also expressed concern for future levies “being lost to the realms of a remote tax that 

the industry will have little or no influence over”, echoing fears that, in the wake of planned 

government cuts in the DEFRA budget, the levy boards may be called upon to fund activities 

which previously fell within DEFRA’s remit.  

A survey undertaken by the National Pig Association showed that the majority of pig producers 

favoured the use of levy funds for advertising and promotion purposes.

This followed the successful summer campaign run by AHDB Pork for ‘Pulled Pork’, during which 

the organisation worked closely with the processing industry in orchestrating strong support 

from many of the key retailers. The campaign achieved a 19% increase in pork shoulder sales 

during the campaign period, when overall fresh pork sales were on a downward trend.

Sales increase achieved in a declining market.

http://www.pigprogress.net/Growing-Finishing/Management/2015/8/British-pig-farmers-want-levy-used-for-marketing-2674677W/?cmpid=NLC%7Cpigprogress%7C2015-08-21%7CBritish_pig_farmers_want_levy_used_for_marketing
http://www.npa-uk.org.uk
http://pork.ahdb.org.uk/news/news-releases/2015/august/pork-campaign-pulls-it-off/
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It continues to be a case of ‘win some, lose some’ for the meat industry’s 

recent meat industry media coverage.

A Daily Mail article recently highlighted that a significant proportion 

of young girls and women had low iron intakes and red meat was 

ideally placed to provide a vital source of haem iron to counteract 

lack of energy and tiredness. The article included a contribution from 

Meat Advisory Panel spokesperson, Dr Carrie Ruxton.

Via the Daily Mail and local press (Norwich Evening News), we also 

learned of new research published by the University of East Anglia, 

highlighting the nutritional benefits of products high in protein and 

amino acids, such as meat and fish, in lowering risk of cardiovascular 

disease among women.

No such luck for men, however, as the Daily Mail and Telegraph  

reported  new research from the US (Harvard School of Public Health), 

suggesting that consumption of meat had an adverse effect on male 

libido and fertility.

Eyebrows were raised in the farming and livestock industries at the 

recent news of the appointment of a vegan as new Shadow DEFRA 

Secretary. Kerry McCarthy gave an interview to Viva Life magazine 

in the spring in which she says “I really believe that meat should be 

4. Confusion still reigns…. 

Confusion regarding benefits of eating meat. ‘Jamie’s Sugar Rush’.

There’s no let up in the media fascination with every twist and turn in the public debate about 
nutrition and health. Meat continues to receive some negative coverage but recently this has 
been more frequently balanced, with reminders that it can also provide a valuable source of 
essential nutrients. In recent months, concerns about the levels of sugar, salt and ‘transfats’ in 
many food and drink products have moved to centre stage.

treated in exactly the same way as tobacco with public campaigns to 

stop people eating it.”

Sugar, salt and fat
However, more prominent health and nutrition themes recently con-

cerned sugar and the levels of salt and ‘transfats’ in processed foods.

Jamie Oliver weighed into the sugar debate and a surcharge of 10p  

was added to all ‘sugary drinks’ sold in his restaurants. A new campaign, 

‘Jamie’s Sugar Rush’, called for the introduction of a tax on sugary 

drinks of 20p per litre or 7p per 330ml can. The petition attracted 

nearly 150,000 signatures but produced the following official response: 

“The Government has no plans to introduce a tax on sugar-sweetened 

beverages. The Government will announce its plans for tackling 

childhood obesity by the end of the year.”

Needless to say, Jamie’s campaigning efforts received short shrift 

from the food industry, as articulated in the press release issued by 

the Food & Drink Federation.

The Grocer reported on new research, based on analysis of statistics 

from the government sponsored National Diet & Nutrition Survey. 

The study was highlighted by the Consensus Action on Salt & Health 

(CASH) and it suggested a link between higher consumption of salt 

and the risk of incidence of obesity.

http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-3253650/Do-feel-tired-time-trouble-sleeping-struggle-energy-exercise-one-millions-people-deficient-crucial-mineral.html
http://meatandhealth.redmeatinfo.com/meat-the-experts/meat-advisory-panel-%28map%29.aspx
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-3212807/Eating-steak-salmon-day-good-heart-giving-smoking.html?ITO=1490&ns_mchannel=rss&ns_campaign=1490
http://www.eveningnews24.co.uk/news/health/uea_scientists_claim_a_steak_a_day_could_have_same_effect_as_cutting_out_smoking_1_4214613
http://www.ncbi.nlm.nih.gov/pubmed/26203100
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/health/article-3192352/Could-bacon-sandwich-affect-FERTILITY-Men-going-IVF-likely-fathers-eat-lot-processed-meat.html
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/foodanddrink/healthyeating/11800620/What-foods-increase-fertility.html
http://www.mirror.co.uk/news/uk-news/treat-meat-eaters-like-smokers-6508343
http://www.viva.org.uk/Kerry-McCarthy-vivalife-interview
http://www.jamieoliver.com/sugar-rush/#43cD26pWB343Ev8X.97
https://petition.parliament.uk/petitions/106651
https://www.fdf.org.uk/news.aspx?article=7337&newsindexpage=1
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/buying-and-supplying/health/one-extra-gram-of-salt-a-day-increases-obesity-risk-30-new-study-claims/524022.article?utm_source=RSS_Feed&utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=RSS&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=rss&utm_campaign=6
https://www.gov.uk/government/statistics/national-diet-and-nutrition-survey-results-from-years-1-to-4-combined-of-the-rolling-programme-for-2008-and-2009-to-2011-and-2012
http://www.actiononsalt.org.uk/news/Salt%20in%20the%20news/2015/162393.html
http://www.actiononsalt.org.uk
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World’s most carnivorous countries according to OECD.
Source: OECD.

Concerns about the wide use of ‘transfats’ (hydrogenated vegetable oils) in some processed 

foods such as margarines, pastries and fried products have been rising in recent years. Several 

countries, including Denmark, have either banned or severely curtailed their use.

Canadian research, published in the British Medical Journal, suggested that high consumption 

of ‘transfats’ presented a significantly greater risk of cardiovascular disease, strokes and Type 

2 diabetes, compared to a much lower risk associated with consumption of saturated fats.

And finally…..did you know that the Top 3 highest meat consuming countries in the world are 

Australia, Israel and the US, according to data published  by the OECD for 2014. 

EU consumers did not make the Top 10. No figures were published by individual Member 

States but other data sources suggest that UK consumption is below the EU average.

4. Confusion still reigns…. continued

http://bmjcom.c.presscdn.com/company/wp-content/uploads/2014/07/trans-fat.pdf
https://data.oecd.org/agroutput/meat-consumption.htm
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5. Challenging times… for some

The latest quarterly report from Kantar Worldpanel showed that 

the GB grocery retail market grew by just 0.9% in the latest quarter. 

Sainsbury’s and the Co-op were the pick of the major retailers, both 

at least matching growth figures in the overall market. Both Aldi and 

Lidl continued their impressive performance growing by 17.3% and  

16.0% respectively and Waitrose’s turnover was still significantly ahead 

of the market (+2.9%).

Some recent news from the major players:

•  According to a report in The Grocer, Aldi’s profits fell in the latest  

 period, but this followed major investments in expanding its store  

 portfolio and the company will trial an online service in 2016…as  

 Amazon Fresh plans an entry into the GB online grocery sector

•  The Co-op is heading ‘Back to the Future’ with a renewed focus  

 on its position as a ‘convenience’ retailer

•  The only way is up, according to a statement from Asda CEO,  

 Andy Clarke

•  Lidl has announced a new sponsorship deal with ‘parenting’  

 website, Mumsnet

•  Following a decision to dispose of the remainder of its M Local  

 outlets and close a further 11 supermarkets, Morrisons CEO,  

 David Potts, announced a ‘six-point turnaround plan’ to restore  

 its market position and reaffirmed his commitment to developing  

 the company’s food manufacturing sites

•  Despite the difficult trading environment, Sainsbury’s recently  

 upgraded its profit forecast and was described by analysts as the  

 ‘the best of a bad bunch’

•  Tesco said that ‘Project Reset’, a major rationalisation of its  

 product ranges, was well ‘on-track’ .

Within a virtually static grocery market, competition remains tough but Aldi and Lidl 
continue to make headway at the expense of their larger rivals.

Aldi moving online next year.

Co-op heading ‘back to the future’.

Lidl to sponsor Mumsnet.

Amazon trial of online grocery service 
in Birmingham area.

Morrisons to dispose of M Local stores.

Aldi and Lidl continue to impress.

http://us9.campaign-archive1.com/?u=f568cd0f67e4e0db59ad5c6dc&id=ed51585fb1&e=95b49522ea
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/finance/results/aldi-to-launch-online-offer-as-annual-profits-slide/525248.article?utm_source=RSS_Feed&utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=RSS&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=rss&utm_campaign=6212699_Gro%20daily%2028%252F09%252F1
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/channels/online/amazon-to-offer-one-hour-delivery-on-50-chilled-lines-in-birmingham/525317.article
http://www.co-operative.coop/corporate/press/press-releases/Food/back-to-the-future-co-op-report-marks-50-years-of-modern-shopping/
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/finance/results/clarke-relies-on-green-shoots-as-asda-reaches-nadir/523386.article?utm_source=RSS_Feed&utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=RSS&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=rss&utm_campaign=6066169_Gro+daily+19%2f08%2f15&dm
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/stores/marketing/lidl-announces-mumsnet-sponsorship-deal/524221.article?utm_source=RSS_Feed&utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=RSS&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=rss&utm_campaign=6133289_Gro%20daily%20bread%2007%252F09%252F15&d
http://www.thegrocer.co.uk/finance/morrisons-launches-six-point-turnaround-plan-in-wake-of-store-closures-and-profits-slump/524413.article?utm_source=RSS_Feed&utm_source=Newsletter&utm_medium=RSS&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=rss&utm_campaign=6151
http://www.foodmanufacture.co.uk/Manufacturing/Morrisons-must-sell-manufacturing-sites-to-be-competitive-analyst/?utm_source=newsletter_daily&utm_medium=email&utm_campaign=16-Sep-2015&c=PRNl53QCuPAuXDomJl8bPA%3D%3D&p2
http://www.bbc.com/news/business-34398869
http://www.dailymail.co.uk/news/article-3227169/Tesco-rearrange-stores-similar-products-near-cut-range-called-Aldi-fication-move.html
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6. Tribute to bacon

International Bacon Day was first celebrated 

in the US in the year 2000 and has been 

marked each year since, during the first week 

in September.

This important day in the food lovers’ calendar 

was given full backing by the media, who were 

keen to suggest appropriate gifts for bacon 

lovers to give one another. The Telegraph 

suggested that ladies might appreciate a 

bottle of ‘Eau de Bacon’ and enjoy an early 

evening ‘Bacon Cocktail’. 

The International Business Times suggested 

Bacon Shaving Cream for gentlemen ….and 

some bacon condoms, manufactured by J&D 

Foods.

There were plenty of helpful suggestions 

of where to go to enjoy the ultimate ‘bacon 

buttie’ – in London, Manchester and Edin-

burgh.

Oscar Meyer did their bit to bring like-minded 

couples together by launching ‘Sizzl’,  a bacon 

lovers’ App.

So there was plenty to chew over on Inter-

national Bacon Day…..

But to end on a serious note, Danepak recently 

launched an on online forum, the ‘Serious 

Bacon Club’ for bacon lovers to indulge their 

fantasies about their favourite treat. 

If you think we’re joking, click on this link.

Bacon lovers across the world celebrated International Bacon Day on 5th September.

The irresistible aroma of ‘Eau de Bacon’.

Seriously though….

Something for the weekend….

http://bacontoday.com/international-bacon-day-2/
http://www.telegraph.co.uk/foodanddrink/foodanddrinkadvice/11830468/16-deliciously-porky-ways-to-celebrate-International-Bacon-Day.html
http://www.ibtimes.co.uk/international-bacon-day-what-get-bacon-fanatic-your-life-1518606
http://www.jdfoods.net
http://www.jdfoods.net
http://www.hot-dinners.com/Gastroblog/Latest-news/where-to-celebrate-international-bacon-day-in-london
http://www.wow247.co.uk/2015/09/02/bacon-butties-manchester/
http://www.wow247.co.uk/2015/09/02/bacon-butties-edinburgh/
http://www.wow247.co.uk/2015/09/02/bacon-butties-edinburgh/
http://www.oscarmayer.com/find-bacon-love/
http://www.seriousbaconclub.com
http://www.seriousbaconclub.com
http://creativity-online.com/work/danepak-the-serious-bacon-club/43056
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Feature:  Welfare improvements recognised

At the annual conference held by the Humane 

Slaughter Association in Zagreb during July, 

the work of the Danish Meat Research Insti-

tute (DMRI) was recognised for its achieve-

ment in delivering “significant advances in 

the humane slaughter of livestock.”

The Humane Slaughter Association is a leading 

campaigning organisation, dedicated to raising 

standards in the welfare of livestock at mar-

kets during transport and slaughter, through 

scientific advances, education and training.

On receiving the award, the Director of Meat 

Technology at the DMRI, Susanne Støier, said  

“We are very honoured to receive the HSA 

award. Our work is based on the combination 

of insight into animal behaviour, technical 

knowledge and close cooperation with the  

abattoirs. We advise the meat industry on how 

to improve standards of animal welfare by 

implementing new systems and procedures.”

“Therefore, success is not limited to the  

development of animal friendly systems but 

must also include their practical implemen-

tation in the meat industry. Equipment 

developed by DMRI has not only improved 

The Danish Meat Research Institute received a prestigious award from the Humane  
Slaughter Association in recognition of their longstanding contribution to the improvement  
of the welfare of livestock prior to slaughter.

Susanne Støier, DMRI Director, receives the HSA Award.

Group of pigs in the lairage.

Modern pig transport.

animal welfare but has also significantly 

improved meat quality, productivity and 

working conditions.”

DMRI has a longstanding track record in 

bringing new systems and technology to the  

meat industry both in Denmark and interna-

tionally.

Animal transport
The DMRI has made detailed recommen-

dations for the modification of vehicles 

used for transporting animals, including the 

introduction of ‘forced ventilation’ and non-slip 

flooring. Transport vehicles and handling 

routines based on DMRI guidelines have 

played a major part in making more conside-

rate transport of animals a reality.

Handling of pigs in groups
In the 1990s, DMRI developed and implemen- 

ted an animal handling system based on 

small groups of around 15 pigs that were 

kept together all the way from loading on 

the transport vehicle to the point of stunning 

in the abattoir. Pigs are social animals and 

like to stay together in groups. By using this 

principle, the stress level of the pigs is signifi-

cantly reduced compared with traditional 

systems with large groups.

CO2 stunning 
DMRI has patented a group-based CO2 stun- 

ning system, which is now installed in many 

abattoirs around the world. In order to mini-

mise human intervention and eliminate the 

use of force, the principle of ‘nudging’ the 

animals to move them through the lairage 

has been adopted, alongside many other  

refinements, such as having light in front of  

the animals and a small elevation angle of 

the floor to encourage groups of pigs to move  

forward of their own free-will. The reduction 

in stress levels and noise in the lairage are 

clear proof of better welfare being achieved, 

as well as improvements in meat quality. 

‘VisStick’ system
 ‘Sticking’ or the killing of the pig is a manual 

process, and there remains a risk that a pig 

may not be ‘stuck’ properly. To minimise the 

risk, the DMRI have developed a ‘vision-based’ 

system to verify that the pigs are properly 

‘stuck’ after stunning. The ‘VisStick’ system has 

now been installed at most slaughter lines in 

Denmark and at a number of plants in other 

Nordic countries.

http://www.hsa.org.uk
http://www.hsa.org.uk
http://www.dti.dk/services/danish-meat-research-institute/31729
http://www.dti.dk/services/danish-meat-research-institute/31729
http://www.hsa.org.uk/downloads/media-release-humane-slaughter-award-2015.pdf
http://www.hsa.org.uk

